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* General comments and major comments
This paper utilizes the high time-resolution (intervals of 3 h) observations of temperature, winds and ozone mixing ratio to reveal the contribution of vertical and horizontal
advections to the production of small-scale vertical ozone structures in the lower stratosphere. Such a high temporal resolution observation would be feasible in principle but
practically difficult. Therefore, the data obtained in this experiment are very precious
not only to validate satellite measurements but also to probe the nature of the smallscale advections in the stratosphere.
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However, additional analyses would be needed to make full use of the advantage of
the high time resolution of the data. The authors should show new findings which had
not been demonstrated in previous papers, e.g., Ohyama et al (2018). I suggest an
idea for an additional analysis below.
In Figure 4(b), downward propagating phases appear even at the altitudes of 20-30km
although their amplitudes are small. The authors may be able to distinguish ozone
fluctuations due to gravity waves’ horizontal advection and large-scale horizontal advection, since the ozone fluctuations due to large-scale horizontal advection should
have much longer time-scale variation, and then remain at almost constant altitudes
during the observation period. The separation of the two components would be a new
analysis that has never done so far.
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Here we assume that the observed ozone fluctuations X’ are composed of three components, gravity waves’ vertical advection, gravity waves’ horizontal advection and
large-scale horizontal advection:
X’ = X’_GW_v + X’_GW_h + X’_Large_h.
The authors should distinguish X’_GW_h + X’_Large_h, as X’_GW_v was already estimated by eq. (4). Since the authors already obtained the components of horizontal
wind fluctuations by a gravity wave, they can estimate the vertical distribution of the
phase of ozone fluctuations due to a single gravity wave’s horizontal advection for each
profile. Although they cannot directly calculate the amplitudes of the ozone fluctuations
because of the lack of the precise information on the background horizontal gradient of
ozone mixing ratio, they would be able to estimate the amplitudes by fitting a sinusoidal
curve as the downward propagating component (X’_GW_h) to the ozone fluctuations
shown in Figure 4(b) after removing the constant or low degree-term (e.g., linear or
quadratic) components (X’_Large_h) due to large-scale horizontal advection. Otherwise, they might be able to conduct a two dimensional (time and altitude) fitting in
Figure 4(b) to extract X’_GW_h and X’_Large_h. In the analysis, potential temperature
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would be appropriate for the altitude axis, since the large-scale advection occurs along
isentropic surfaces.
Finally, I would also like to suggest to authors to ask English proofreading before submitting the final revised manuscript, as I could not understand some of the sentences
very well.
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* Specific comments
L30: “However, coexisting gravity waves do not have a sufficient amplitude to produce the observed amplitude of ozone fluctuation” I do not agree with this description,
because the dominant mechanism of such layered structures generally depends on
season and latitude. If needed, the authors should specify the seasons and latitudes
focused on here.
L32: The authors could insert a sentence like “Large-scale flows can be large enough
to cause the observed amplitude of ozone fluctuations.” before the sentence “The
mechanism . . .”.
L35-45: Before this paragraph, the authors mentioned that the main mechanism of
ozone layered structures was not gravity waves (because of their insufficient amplitudes) but large-scale flows. In this paragraph, however, the authors seem to emphasize the role of gravity waves (especially vertical advection) on ozone layered structures. Why did the authors focus on the role of gravity waves besides the role of
large-scale flows here? Moreover, after this paragraph the authors showed the role
of horizontal advection of gravity waves. Those descriptions would confuse readers. I
suggest to the authors to show all the mechanisms that could produce ozone layered
structures first of all at the beginning of the introduction section. Indeed, I found such
a description in L52-53, which was almost at the end of the introduction section.
L59: Describe quantitatively how high the resolution and frequency of the data were.
If those resolution and/or frequency were not achieved in the past studies, the authors
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could also emphasize it here.
L61-64: The authors should not change the paragraph, because the descriptions in
this paragraph are strongly related to the previous paragraph; the past studies would
not have conducted such 3-h ozonesonde measurements because of the problem of
ECC ozonesonde.
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L61-64: The authors could also emphasize another advantage of the high-frequency
observations: the separation of the contribution of gravity waves and large-scale flows
in horizontal advection. As shown in Figure 4(b), the high-frequency observations
clearly separated both components because of the different time scale of those components. The 3-h ozonesonde measurements resolved the downward propagations
of the ozone fluctuations due to gravity waves above 30 km, while the fluctuations
due to large-scale flows were almost constant. If the authors had not conducted highfrequency observations, they could not have found such phase propagations in ozone.
L88: The description on tropopauses can be included in the previous paragraph. The
authors can also shortly describe the large-scale meteorological conditions together
with the description of the tropopauses. Then, they can start a new paragraph from the
sentence “The ozone mixing ratio. . .”.
L97: The authors should describe how to obtain the vertical wavenumber spectra;
otherwise they can refer to the paper(s) which had done a similar analysis. I think the
authors calculated their spectra with a method like FFT applying some window function
after removing large-scale trends from the original vertical profiles.
L109: How did the authors calculate the variance of ozone fluctuations? Did they
calculate the variance at a given altitude level in all the profiles, or one by one profile?
L127: How did the authors calculate the cross-correlation coefficients? One by one
profile?
L135: The values “32-35km” exceed the limitation described at L78.
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L153-154: Refer to previous studies for the dependence of ozone mixing ratio on latitude and height. Otherwise, the authors should show a figure of the typical latitudeheight cross section of ozone.
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Section 4: It is slightly confusing that discussion is separated from the results described
in Section 3. I do not think the section for discussion needs to be an independent
section in this paper.
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L164: I do not think that the cross-correlation coefficients of the values around 0.1-0.2
are significant.
L168-169: Why didn’t any clear ozone fluctuation appear at altitudes of 18-23 km even
though the cross-correlation coefficients at this altitude range were larger than around
33 km?
Figure 1: - Show the altitude of the tropopause in each vertical profile of temperature.
Figure 2: - Show the definition of relative ozone mixing ration and temperature. How
did you calculate background values to derive relative values?
* Technical or minor comments
L25: “the photochemical lifetime of ozone in the lower stratosphere is at least several
weeks” This needs references.
L28: “the layered structure“ -> “the layered structures”
L28: “large-scale flow structure” -> “large-scale flows”
L30: “meteorological parameters” What exactly do you mean?
L33-34: “the action of vertical shear on small horizontal scales.” I could not understand
very well what authors meant. This sentence also needs references.
L51: I could not understand the meaning of “separately” here.
L78: I think the value “30 km” is not an exact value but an approximate one. The
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authors should also show the reason why the data were limited around the altitude of
30km.
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L81: “;” -> “,”
L83: “an altitude of 32km” is not consistent with the value shown at L78.
L86-87: “Each profile was shifted based on the time that had elapsed since 04 UTC
on August 26.” The same sentence appears in the caption of Figure 1. Either of them
should be deleted.
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L89-90: “It gradually increases with increasing height in the height region of 10–16 km
and rapidly increases with increasing height above 16 km.” I could not understand very
well what authors meant.
L92: “The small-scale structures are clearer. . .” than what?
L92: “Clear downward phase propagation was observed in the lower stratosphere”
Show the range of the altitude and LT.
L94: “because of the upper-level low pressure west of Fairbanks.” I would replace this
by “because a low pressure system was located at the altitude of XX km in the west of
Fairbanks”.
L101: Put a phrase like “Based on the dominant wavelengths shown in the spectral
analyses” before “We analyzed . . .“.
L101: Replace “We analyzed the filtered components extracted using” by “We extracted
the small-scale components using”.
L102: I would move the sentence “The range of the vertical wavelengths . . .” to the end
of “The results are shown in Figure 2.” at L98.
L102: “The range” would be “The detected values”, and “includes typical values” would
be “were included in the typical range”.
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L112: “that” would be “the one”.
L116: “delta z” should appear before “the vertical displacement” at L113 and the definition here should be deleted.
L117: “background ozone mixing ratio” would be “background components of potential
temperature”.
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L117: The “typical” amplitude. . .
L117: “. . . is ten to a few tens of meters” would be “ranged from ten to a few tens of
meters”.
L153: Put “respectively” after “the northward displacement”.
L165: I could not understand very well the sentence “This suggest. . .”.
L183: I would say like “the same in the order of magnitude of the amplitude due to
vertical advection” rather than “twice the amplitude of those due to vertical advection”.
Interactive comment on Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/acp-2019-837,
2019.
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